The Waning Tranquility

T

The tranquility in major provinces of Afghanistan is once again waning as the security in various parts of the country is really a serious problem and must be dealt as a top priority matter. Some of the current events in the country clearly exposed that the life of the civilians are at risk and the Taliban are chiefly responsible for it. The in

forces are in the position to answer them properly if they intend to adopt any something more than mere condemnation. It has to understand the fact that the Though these condemnations are necessary, Afghan government needs to do

These attacks also demonstrate extreme level of atrocity by terrorist against the innocents. Taliban, on various occasions, have claimed that they would not target the civilians directly but the reality is totally against what is claimed by them. Recent UN report has also revealed that most of the civilian killings are because of Taliban insurgents. Civilian killings, therefore, clearly depict that Taliban do care much about the civilians because they mostly care about their threat and dominance over the security arrangements. Regrettably, they chose to trigger their anger against the innocent civilians. Different attacks, bombings, shootings, suicide bombings and the vicious actions of the so-called holy war have really only been able to target the children, women and non-military figures. With the presence of such facts, it is worthy to find Taliban calling themselves friendly to Afghan people. They have been trying to develop an image of civilized and acceptable body that is trying to free the country and save the people by adopting a positive approach and

The scenario is really a serious problem and must be dealt as a top priority matter. The increase of contacts between the two countries, US sanctions may be lifted from Cuba and both the nations may be able to open their embassies in both the capitals and perhaps open a number of opportunities of trade and commerce for both the countries. It simply means that US has realized that its policy of alienation, differences and enmity has not worked and better and more logical strategy is needed to be adopted to open a number of opportunities of trade and commerce for both the countries. It is also sad that, even though having a number of wise and intel

leaders as well as the introduced nominees all made efforts to convince the MPs. Some have doubts that there may have been trading and secret negotiations, however, the Senate of Afghanistan in the previous round of voting. With the Saturday vote, government officials in the center and the provinces had no sufficient encouragement to perform efficiently. The delayed approval of the government cabinet picks as a full package
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United States Ties with Cuba

If President Obama in these talks. They are used the term) behavior of President Obama in these talks. They are not a major stake of the two restive regions of the world. Another positive work was his loud and forceful voices from British Parliament, this plan came under severe criti

After seven months of delays in forming the cabinet, the development came as a major success for Afghanistans' political system. In an effort to complete the cabinet as quickly as possible, the government had asked the Parliament to approve the new nominees. Previously, President Ghani had asked Ashraf Ghani and USAID to provide the promised assistance after they agreed on formation of the unity govern

President Obama and Cuban president announced that they would normalize relations with Cuba. The most important issues in the talks were the American President Obama and Cuban president announced that they would normalize relations with Cuba. The most important issues in the talks were the normalization of relations between the two countries, US sanctions may be lifted from Cuba and both the nations may be able to open their embassies in both the capitals and perhaps open a number of opportunities of trade and commerce for both the countries. It simply means that US has realized that its policy of alienation, differences and enmity has not worked and better and more logical strategy is needed to be adopted to open a number of opportunities of trade and commerce for both the countries. It is also sad that, even though having a number of wise and intel
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H

Healing the mistrust and horrible outcomes of mistakes by Bush administration, much was expected of Barack Obama who was elected as the American President for the first time today, that his administration will provide the positive expectations are needed to be promoted. As the most im

The political experts or think tanks working and observing the things in Washington or in the States.
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